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INTRODUCTION
Creation of the SPDC in mid-1983 was an international response to a growing conviction among
forestry researchers and donor organizations that forestry research activities underway in developing
countries were utterly inadequate. Given its widespread influence and strong networks of top
forestry researchers, IUFRO was considered the obvious candidate to organize and implement an
effective program to address the increasingly urgent problems associated with forestry in developing
countries. The IUFRO Board actively undertook the, task of developing and implementing the
SPDC. As the Tropical Forestry Action Plan (TFAP) evolved in the eighties, the SPDC fit itself
into the overall TFAP framework and is now working closely with TFAP programs, both in terms
of institution building and in terms of outreach.
The SPDC is different from the other non-associated centers in a number of ways. In contrast with
the other centers, the SPDC was designed as a transition mechanism, one that eventually would
evolve from a IUFRO appendage into an independent entity that would maintain the advantageous
scientific links with IUFRO, but would become autonomous in terms of funding, program
management, administration and governance. That transition is on-going.
The SPDC budget--averaging around $250,000 per year over the SPDC’s life of six years--is much
smaller than the average budget of the other nonassociated centers. Thus, the SPDC does not
have major facilities and complex program and management issues to assess. The SPDC was not
intended initially to be a doer of research, but rather a facilitator and catalyst that could be helpful
in expanding and coordinating forestry research through existing organizations. Thus, its impact
is in terms of the quantity and quality of research that it has helped to stimulate, organize and
support in other organizations.
Given the above--particularly the fact that the SPDC is in the midst of a transition phase--the
Panel concluded that it would have to treat this stock-taking of the SPDC somewhat differently
that those being developed for the other nonassociated centers.
Thus, the discussion here is presented in two parts. First, the results of the six years of activity of
the SPDC are reviewed, following to some extent the outline in the terms of reference (TOR) for
the TAC reviews of the non-associated centers. Second, the on-going evolution of the SPDC is
reviewed.

THE EXISTING

PART I
SPDC PROGRAM

AND ITS IMPACTS

1. Bacbound
The SPIX was initiated in 1983 with a small budget from the UNDP and the World Bank. The
research areas of concern within the newly created SPDC foreshadowed those chosen for emphasis
within the Tropical Forest Action Plan and those eventually confirmed as priorities by the
International Task Force on Forestry Research and the participants in the Bellagio Forestry II
(Wiston House) meeting.
The IUJ?RO/S3?DC is the only international forestry research entity that has as its main purpose
the improvement of m-sear& dealing with forest resource and land use problems in LDC’s. As
such, it complements the work of such organizations as ICRAF, CATIE, and ICIMOD. The SPDC
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has been able to focus the interest of the global forestry research community’s on priority tropical
forestry problems. To a large extent its successin this area is due to the fact that it is part of, and
has been able to tap into, the vast network of scientists (some 15,000) and organizations (600 in
over 100 countries) which makes up IUFRO.
2. The SPDC Mandate
The SPDC has a mandate to work in six major areas of concern:
* planning for forestry research
* training for management of forestry research
* training on methods of forestry research
* facilitating the flow of information to researchers, e.g., through the encouragemen; of
networks and the publication of an information bulletin
* fostering twinning arrangements
* establishing an international fund for forestry research training.
Due to limitations on funding, SPDC activity has been limited mainly to:
* initiating and supporting the identification of high priority research topics of common
interest to groups of countries;
* mobilizing technical assistancesupport for preparation of research programs and for the
creation of research networks dealing with high priority topics; and
* carrying out a limited number of training activities related to research conduct and
management.
3. The SPDC Promam to implement its mandate
Implementation of the SPDC mandate and program approach has to be considered within the
context of its limited budget. As mentioned, over its relatively short life, it has averaged less than
$250,000 per year of core fundin g. Its most recent budget was only about $600,000. In other words,
it has been o~perating with a lower budget than the average budget of the other nonassociated
centers.
Given its relatively small budget, the strategy of the SPDC has been to act as a catalyst and broker
in bringing research organizations with similar interests together through networks and bringing
donors together with developingcountry research groups. First, it brings interested parties together
through initial regional workshops that identify concrete and specific research topics and
opportunities of mutual interest. Then, acting in its facilitating and brokering roles, the SPDC
identifies donors that are interested in supporting the defined research through networks of national
research organizations and scientists.
At the same time, training activities are organized to support capacity building in national
organizations. The SPDC st.rategyis a global one which involves a conscious attempt to search out
specifii regional opportunities and to involve research organizations in all of the major developing
country regions.
Wot-kshops and networking activity

The primary efforts of the SPDC initially were focused on identifying key research problem areas
that had promise of major breakthroughs. The general research areas were chosen by the SPDC
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through widespread consultation with researchers and practitioners. Specific problem identification
was done through regional workshops with local researchers and practitioners. In these regional
workshops issuesof common concern were identified and organizations established key contacts and
expressed their wishes with regard to participation and leadership roles in potential networks.
In the workshops that have been held so far, the SPDC has focused on three research areas that
show promise for major payoffs and, in some cases, rather rapid payoffs. The three areas are as
follows:
* Multi uuroose tree soecies (MPTS) research. In contrast with agriculture, forestry tree
breeding and improvement are still dealing with wild populations, where major gains in
productivity can be made by selection of high yielding species and the best provenances
within those species. In some cases differences exceed 300 percent between high and low
yielding provenances. Thus, evidence exists to indicate that fairly low cost research in this
area--e.g., in the form of replicated provenance trials in different agroecological zones--can
have high payoffs (cf. ITFFR 1988 and background papers).
* Savanna woodland management research. A number of studies have shown that in the
particular regions studied, fuelwood and fodder production from dryland savannas can be
more than doubled by application of simple silvicultural tools such as early burning, correct
timing of lopping, pollarding and by direct seeding of open areas. Replicated research trials
are needed in different agroecological zones and with different management techniques.
* Soecies utilization from natural trooical forests and improved wood utilization. Resea,rch
has shown that market research can increase the number of species which are marketable
from a given area of tropical forest, thus increasing the productivity of management of
tropical forests and, possibly, reducing the number of hectares that will be exploited.
Research has shown promise for rapid and major payoffs from adaptation of existing
technologies in developing countries. Payoffs can relate to increased employment, export
earnings, food security, and reductions in deforestation, as given areas are used more
intensively. In addition to wood utilization, there are opportunities for significant gains in
the overall productivity of natural tropical forests through research on the many hundreds
or thousands of plant food, medicinal and wildlife species found in the remaining 2 billion
hectares of tropical forests. Many. of these species are under-utilized because of lack of
knowledge concerning them and their uses. Progress in this area is key to meeting the
subsistence needs of some 200 million tropical forest dwelling people and to conservation
of the biological diversity of the tropical forest.
Two other areas of research have been recognized as having immediate potentials. These are policy
research and natural forest conservation research. Work in these areas is planned for the future.
In toa the SPDC has held 5 workshops on its own and has collaborated with IUFRO Project
Group B-01 - Properties and Utilization of Tropical Woods--in 3 additional meetings in South
America and Southeast Asia. A list of references related to these workshop proceedings is given
in Annex 3, The Workshops -were as follows (see Annex 1 for details):
’
* tidy,
Sri Lanka, 1984, for MPTS research for tropical Asia
* Nairobii Kenya, 1986 and 1987, for tree improvement and natural forest management for
Sahelian and north Sudanian ecogeographic zones of Africa,
* Huaraz, Peru, 1987, for MPTS and data base management for tropical Latin America.
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* Lilongwe, Malawi, 1988,for s&o-pastoral management and tree improvement for East and
Southern Africa.
* Manaus, Brazil, 1984 (IUFRO Project Group PKOl), wood utilization in South America.
* Sao Paulo, 1988 (IUFRO Project Group P5.01), wood utilization in South America
* Singapore, 1988 (IUFRO Project Group P5.01), wood utilization in Asia.
Workshops and activities have covered many of the major ecological zones in all three major
developing regions (see Annex 1). Regional emphasis on different topics has varied. A regional
breakdown of activity is as follows:
A&. In the area of research planning and establishment of collaborative research, SPDC has
conducted one regional workshop in Kandy, Sri Lanka, in 1984, covering MPTS research in ,
tropical Asia. The workshop helped to target the first component (the Asian one) of the USAID’s
F/FRED (Forestry/Fuelwood Research and Development), which is now operating in two
ecological zones {humid, semi-humid and arid, semi-arid) and several countries. It is concentrating
efforts on specieslike Acacia auriculiformis, A. maneium, Leucaena SUD.,Azadirachta indica, Melia
azaderach and Eucalvntus camaldulensis.
The IDRC is funding two operating networks on bamboo and rattan, both identified as priority
species at the Kandy workshop. A program for action to improve utilization of timber resources
in Southeast Asia has been prepared by IUFRO’s research project group P5.01, based on a survey
by a consultant financed by IDRC, and discussed in a project group meeting in Singapore in 1985.
Africa. Two workshops were conducted in Africa in 1986 and 1987, both in Nairobi, Kenya. The
first workshop, whose subject was: Increasing Productivity of Multiple Purpose Lands, identified
seven subject areas and associated draft projects. Two of them were selected as high priority by
the participants: a) genetic improvement of multiple-purpose trees and shrubs and seed production
in the Sahel-Sudan zone; and b) research on the management of natural savanna woodlands.
Nonspecies specific project proposals were prepared for both of them.
Funding has been secured from France to start implementation of the genetic improvement project
(FAO project FAO-GCP/RAF/234/FRA).
Five-year, country specific research proposals have
been prepared and are ready for funding for each of the nine member countries of GILLS. The
coordinating unit or lead institution for this network will be the Forest Ecology Center at GILLS
headquarters at Quagadougou, Burkina Faso. The SPDC will pay an active role in setting up the
network coordinating unit and in monitoring progress and quality of research. Details on funding
requirements are given in the IUFRO Work Programme (IUFRO/SPDC 1989).
The savannawoodlands management project would cover three IGADD countries (Kenya, Somalia
and Sudan) plus Cameroon, Nigeria and Tanzania. Five year, country specific research programs
have been prepared for each of these countries, with emphasis on research related to upgrading the
productivity of existing savanna woodlands. Recent work in these countries has indicated the
potential to at least double productivity with application of simple silvicultural tools and
management techniques such as controlled burning, reseeding of canopy gaps, and controls on
harvest techniques (lopping, pollarding).
An important decision of SPDC was to place a regional coordinator for anglophone Africa in
Nairobi. A training course dealing with management of forestry research was completed in Nairobi
in 1986, A second training course funded by the World Bank is scheduled in Nairobi for June 1989.
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IUFRO’s P5.01 prepared a proposal to do a survey of research needs on wood technology in Africa.
The survey was limited to 18 countries and begun in 1988.
Latin America. In 1984 a working group meeting of P5-01 took place in Manaus, Brazil, on “The
possibilities to improve utilization of trees grown in natural and man-made forests.” The result of
the meeting was a program for action in which six subject areas were identified and six networks
with leading institutions proposed. The program is now beginning to be executed.
The SPDC organized a workshop in Huaraz, Peru, in July 1987, on “The Role of Multiple Purpose
Tree Species in the Life of Rural Communities. The planning of the meeting began in 1984 with
an overall review of the situation, the hiring of consultants to prepare basic information over
ecological zones and the preparation of six projects. Each of the projects included sub-projects,and
groups of species were selected for each ecological zone. The projects were prepared by teams of
experts (two persons, one from Latin America and one from a donor agency). The proceedings of
the meeting are planned for late 1989, and efforts will be made to get financing for some of the
identified projects.
The workshops mentioned above have lead to an additional eight network projects that are in
various stages of -development. These projects, listed in Annex 4, deal with genetic improvement
of MPTS’, reclamation of degraded forest lands, and transfer of technology in wood utilization.
They include projects in Asia, Africa and Latin America.
In addition to the activity deeibed above, the SPDC has been requested to sponsor a further-six
research workshops (see Annex 5). One of these, a workshop in the Caribbean region, is already
in advanced stages of preparation. As in the case of the other workshops, topics for the new onese
were selected in consultation with regional research personnel and taking into account the Bellagio
II research priorities.

Two training courses have been completed by the SPDC, one dealing with the management of
research (Nairobi 1986) and the other with statistical methods for forestry research (Austria 1987).
A third course, dealing with the management of fore&y research, is scheduled for Nairobi in June
of this year (funded by the World Bank).
Support programs.

The SPDC has worked closely with a number of the regular IUFRO project and subject groups in
developing productive programs of activity involving developing countries. It should be emphasized
that the IUFRO networks date back many decades in some cases and have made an important
contribution to the advancement of forestry research in deveioped countries. These networks are
now starting to make a similar contribution to research in the developing countries, to a great
extent through the linkages created by the SPDC. The SPDC has established an information service
with a mailing list of some 500 key working forestry research scientists to whom an information
bulletin has been sent twice a year,.which provides selections of current literature; in addition, the
Coordinator for anglophone Africa produces a newsletter. The SPDC also directs people to
potential funding sources and it provides advice on funding sources for travel. This is all part of
its clearinghouse function, which is severely limited by lack of funds.
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4. Impacts

The SPDC has been able to help tropical forestry researchers focus on a few priority topics with
opportunities for major payoffs, rather than pursuing the common forestry research approach in
developing countries of doing a little bit of research on a wide variety of topics. The emphasis of
the SPDC has been to work with existing institutions, helping to improve them and make them
more effective in terms of research on issueswhich are considered important in the various tropical
forest regions of the world.
Concrete impacts of the SPDC’s work in terms of actual new research in place have been limited
so far. However, results certainly have met initial expectations, given the SPDC’s short time of
existence, its low level of funding, and its low level of staffmg.
‘
So far, the only operating field .research program which has resulted from SPDC work is the
USAID funded F/FRED network project in Asia. This project provides financial support for
research and encourages networking of research institutions working on multipurpose tree species
(MPTS’)in several agroecological zones. The project is a direct outcome of a SPDC sponsored 1983
workshop in Sri Lanka to identity MPTS research priorities in Asia. The F/FIIED project received
positive marks in the recent review of the its first three years.
SPDC efforts are beginning to bear fruit in several other areas, as indicated in section 3. Thus,
concrete plans exist for new networks in Africa and South America, and others are in the planning
stages for all regions. Annex 1 provides details on the various SPDC problem identification
workshops held in Asia, Africa and Latin America, and Annexes 4 and 5 provide information on
planned networks and workshops.
5. Governance. manwement

and methods of oueration

Governance and structure

The Coordinator of the SPCD reports to KJFRO’s President (elected at each IUFRO World
Congress every 3-5 years) and through him/her to IUFRO’s Executive Board, the executive organ
of the Union. The Board carries out the decisions of the International Council, the supreme
authority responsible for regulating the affairs of the Union (each country in which there is at least
one Member Organization is entitled to nominate one representative), and is composed of the
President, the Vice-President, the immediate Past-President (ex-officio), the Treasurer (ex-officio),
the IUFRO Secretary (ex officio), the Divisional Coordinators, nine members from the regions, and
up to four additional members (FAO may appoint a representative to attend meetings).
The structure of the SPDC consists of a part-time Central Coordinator in Vienna (funded by the
combined effort of UNDP, US-AID and the World Bank), and of a *Regional Coordinator for
anglophone Africa (since 1987) in Nairobi, funded by the World Bank. Supporting staff in Vienna
(one Personal Assistant 75% FIX, one data base specialist 25% FI’E, one documentation specialist
25% FTE) and office facilities are being provided free of charge by the Government of Austria;
supporting staff in Nairobi (one secretary and one messenger/driver) are funded by the World Bank
for the lime being.
The SPDC is governed by the IUFRO, through its Executive Board. However, the Coordinator for
the SPDC operates it in an independent fashion in close collaboration with the President of
IUFRO, who contributes time and office support on a voluntary basis. The Coordinator also has
volunteered part of his services, operating full time on a half time pay basis.
6

Contacts are kept at the formal level by IUFRO’s President both with the (planning) authorities
of countries and the heads of the donor agencies. Contacts with the members of IUFRO’s Advisory
Council are kept by IUFRO’s President and by the Coordinator of the SPDC. Contacts at the
technical level with research directors or heads of forest administrations, when forestry research is
still part and parcel of forestry administrations, are kept by the Central Coordinator or the Regional
Coordinator, in the case of anglophone Africa.
Relations with other international programs.

The most important collaboration is through the six divisions and more than 200 subject/project
groups and working parties that already exist in IUFRO. As mentioned, SPCD collaborated closely
with IUFRO Project Group P5.01 in workshops dealing with utilization in South America &and
Southeast Asia, and similar collaboration has begun in Africa. Furthermore, useful cooperation has
beenestablished with the Subject Groups S2.02 “Provenance, breeding, and genetic resources,” S3.06
“Forest operations under mountainous conditions,” and S4.01 “Mensuration, growth, and yield.”
Efforts are being made to establish cooperation with the Working Party S3.02-03 “Nursery
operations” for the organization of a meeting on nursery operations in the tropics, and with the
Subject @oyp $3.05 .“‘oz& operations in the tropics” for the organization of a training course, if
the necessary resources can be secured.
The SPDC has close working relations with FAO, the World Bank, UNDP, US-AID, IDRC, CTZ,
Unesco, UNEP, IUCN, and other international groups that fund or support forestry or related
research in developing countries.
6. A Drofile of resources

As mentioned the resources of the SPDC are limited. In 1988 it employed two professionals and
the equivalent of three full-time support staff. Additional support comes from the IUFRO
Secretariat and volunteer help from the offices of the President.
1987 direct funding support was about $600,000. Some 12 bilateral and multilateral donors have
or are contributing to the SPDC. The government of Austria provides facilities and support for the
SPDC in Vienna, its current headquarters. In addition, FAO provides office space and other
facilities for the SPDC in Rome. Most of the present financial support is due to finish at the end
of June, 1989. (Annex 2 provides a financial history for the SPDC)
PART II
ISSUESRELATED’I0THESPlXANDITSFUTURE
I Hans fix the immediate future.
Immediate plans for &a&ion
of SPDC work over the coming 18 months have been detailed by
IUFRO/SPDC in a separate document (IUFRO/SPDC 1989). A proposal for an 18-month
extension (JuIy ‘BPDecember ‘90) has been submitted to a provisional donor consortium. It
appears that this proposal is in line with the recommendation at Bellagio II (Wiston House) that
the momentum of existing activity not be lost. At the same time, it appears that the proposed
bridging activity does not in any way preempt the decisions which have to be made by the TAC and
the CG c~nceming the most appropriate way in which forestry research might fit within the CG
system.

.
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Under the assumption of a level of core funding about equal to that of last year, plans for the
immediate future include: active support for initiation and implementation of a network in Africa
(CILLS countries); a training course in Africa for research managers and administrators; a
workshop in the Caribbean in 1990; further exploration of network opportunities in Africa, South
America, and in Asia; and further exploration of possibilities for establishing regional coordinators
in Asia and South America (IUFRO/SPDC 1989). It should be noted that as recently as midMay, the British ODA has commited itself to funding a deputy coordinator for the SPDC for an
eightee month period.
Training of RD&A managers and of scientists would be accelerated. Information would be
distributed not only on documents listed in abstracting services but also on what is currently being
.
published or reported from RD&A activities in developing countries.
Technology transfer would include preparation and distribution of state-of-the-art papers where
sufficient knowledge exists on key problems.
Studies and one or more workshops on national forestry policies influencing RD&A programs
would be organized. The workshops would identify problems, assignpriorities, and help to organize
research on the key policy issues. In addition to policy research needs, theSPDC is committed to
initiating activity related to conservation of natural tropical forests. Potential activity in this area
includes an initiative with the IUCN dealing with countries in the Congo basin.
Possibilities for twinning arrangements to work on researchable problems and to provide training
would be determined by surveying institutions in developed and developing countries. The purpose
would be to determine institutional willingness and requirements for twinning. After the survey,
SPDC would be in a position to specify disciplines of fields of expertise for twinning and temporal,
technical, with financial requirements for bringing institutions together.
Over the period 1 July 1989 to 31 December 1990, SPDC’s estimate is that some US$11.4 million
will be needed to promote and foster on-going networks and in-country research activities. To
maintain SPDC’s core operations during the same period will require a further US$O.6 million and
development of additional network and training activities would require about $1 million
(IUFRO/SPDC 1989).
SPDC evolution into a tropical forestry research center
Early emphasis in the SPDC was placed on building a structure which could assist in identifying
priority research problems through regional, subject specific workshops. Now that substantial
progress has been made in that area, the focus has been shifting to develop a structure that is more
appropriate to the creation, support, and monitoring of research networks and the provision of
training materials and activities to help support national research capacity building.
The SPDC is evolving into a tropical forestry research center or council (hereafter called the
“TFRC”) that is administratively independent of IUFRO, but stiIl closely related to IUFRO and its
network of scientists and research organizations. In fact the.evolution was intended for some years
ago, but IUFRO decided to wait to make changes pending the outcome of the Bellagio II
conference (IUFRO 1989).
This TFRC concept and plan is what really needs to be assessed in considering the SPDC for
inclusion in the CG system.
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The officers of IUFRO recognize that IUFRO is not set up to be a management and administrative
body such as is needed to run an expanded SPDC (or TFRC) and its activities worldwide. Thus,
IUFRO and the coordinator of the SPDC see it evolving into an independent tropical forestry
research center that would act as a focal point for identifying priority forestry research topics, for
promoting collaborative forestry research networks, for contracting with specialized agencies, for
implementing high-priority forestry related studies, for monitoring financial resources and
monitoring the quality of research, and for ensuring adequate training and information systems
(IUFRO/SPDC 1989).
These functions are felt to be needed regardless of whether or not the CG system decides to take
on forestry and to include a modified SPDC within the system. Based on discussions with SPDC
and IUFRO personnel and review of SPDC documentation, the functions of the evolved “center”
would be as follows:
Identifvine; utioritv research. The “center” would work with both developing and developed country
research and action organizations in identifying constraints to progress and priority topics for
research dealing with forest conservation and sustainable forestry land use and tree management.
Matching research needs to researchers. Through SPDC networking activity and experience and
contacts built up over the past years, the center would identify suitable groups and networks to
undertake research related to the various priority topics. It would help develop sound proposals
for research and organize and support networks to effectively implement the needed research.
Mobilizinp funds. The center would put together a program of funding to implement research
related to the priority research areas. This would be done in collaboration with the IARC’s working
in specific areas of research related to forestry, such as agroforestry, tree germplasm collection and
preservation, and policy research. The underlying considerations in formulating a program relate
to balance in terms of problems being addressed, quality of programs, and continuity of funding for
productive, relevant programs. The types of groups identified in the Panel’s companion report
(“International and Regional Organizations and Networks Involved in Tropical Forestry Research”)
would be considered in terms of program implementation. If operating within the CG system, the.
center would present the proposed program at centers week.
research. In terms of actual research accomplishments, the center would arrange
implementation by a) network partners in developing countries; b) by advanced institutions in both
developing and developed countries, c) by individuals employed by the center for outposting in
national research organizations; and d) by the center’s own personnel working in partnership with
personnel in other organizations, both international and national.
Excutiw

Monitor& research nerformance and au&y.
A significant function of the center will be to
monitor performance of contractors/grantees and quality of research performed by them. The
SPDC recognizes at present that a critical factor in establishing and implementing an effective
research network is the quality controls the network imposes on the work of its members,
particularly in networks where members are working jointly on a common research project and in
networks of researchers working on common problems but through independent projects:
traiuiw and institution building. Another major function df the center will be to ensure
high quality training and education opportunities for forestry researchers from developing countries
and to cooperate with such groups as ISNAR in developing appropriate mechanisms for helping
developing country research organizations improve management and operations. Training activities
also will include support for courses on research methods.
Supmrtiw
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Mobilizing existinp information. The center, through its widespread contacts and programs could
serve a useful function as a focal point for mobilizing information on existing research results and
information on methodology and research techniques. It could provide a valuable outreach function
in support of the Tropical Forestry Action Plan activities. In implementing this function, the center
would develop a practical data base management system.
The Panel views the above functions as expanding in a positive way on the SPDC’s initial mandate,
for example in terms of adding monitoring functions.
CONCLUDING

COMMEm

The IUFRO/SPDC has for some years been planning the transformation of the SPDC into an
expanded and independent tropical forestry research center or council (TFRC). Much of the
discussion within IUFRO/SPDC circles revolves around the functions and potential contributions
associated with the new center concept. The Panel wanted to avoid mixing actual SPDC
accomplishments with potential contributions from the center or council, so it decided to discuss
the SPDC in a two-part assessment.
The first part of our report is more a traditional stock-taking that uses the main headings in the
outline in the the TOR for reviews of non-associated centers. We have attempted to look
objectively at what the SPDC has accomplished so far. Our conclusions are as follows:
* taking into account the low level of funding the SPDC has had and the consequent
shortage of profasional staff, and keeping in mind that programs take time to develop
concrete results and the SPDC is barely six years old, we conclude that the SPDC has a
good record of accomplishment,
* a main strength of the SPDC has been its close scientific links with the IUFRO and its
numerous networks of top scientists from more than 600 research organizations in 100
countries.
* its main activity has been (I) to organize workshops where participants identify common
priority problems in regions of the developing world and then (2) to help in moving those
problems into -research programs through establishment of networks of existing research
organizations. The first IUFRO/SPDC workshop resulted in the establishment of an
operating network, funded by USAJD; several later workshops have resulted in projects
ready to be funded and implemented. With adequate funding, they should become
operational within a short period of time.
* The SPDC has not been involved in the area of monitoring and assessment of on-going
forestry research. It appears that this is partly because of lack of funding and partly because

the actual research resulting from SPDC activity has just begun to be operational. However,
it also appears that institutional mechanisms that give the SPDC a role in research
monitoring and assessmentneed to be strengthened and formalized.
* The SPDC is beginning to expand its work with data bases and information networks,
having recognized the potential contributions that can flow from information and data
sharing through organized information networks.
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* in terms of training, the SPDC has sponsored only a few courses/workshops; it has plans
for several more in the near future. The main constraint appears to be lack of funding,
The second part of our report addressesthe evolving SPDC and the concept of the TFRC as viewed
by IUFRO/SPDC. We suggest that this concept of the future is what the TAC needs to consider,
since the IUFRO/SPDC intends to move ahead with the transformation and, thus, the current
SPDC would no longer exist.
Our conclusions with regard to the concept of the TFRC are as follows:
* The ITJFRO/SPDC concept of a tropical forestry research center or council embodies
functions of the existing SPDC with some additional strengths added, such as monitoring
and assessmentand expanded data base management functions; the concept also provides
for a more structured and formal entity than the existing SPDC.
* The concept of the center is broadly based on an assessmentof the experience gained by
the IUFRO/SPDC over the past six years and on the recommendations of the International
Task Force on Forestry Research (ITFFR) and Bellagio II participants.
* the concept of the center addresses major research needs identified by the ITFFRat
Bellagio II.
* the concept of the center allows for the complementary interaction with existing CG
centers and with such non-associated centers as ICRAF, CATIE, ICIMOD, and others.
However, more attention needs to be paid to developing effective mechanisms for creating
and taking advantage of such complementarities and opportunities for cooperation.
* we agree with the concept of a center that would focus on doing a few key things well and
that would follow an evolutionary approach, building on what is learned along the way.
* a significant effort is needed to define more precisely how the various functions of the
center would be organized and administered, for example, in the case of its monitoring and
assessmentfunction and in the case of its information mana,gement and transfer functions.
While the IUFRO/SPDC has given a good deal of thought to the nature of the functions,
the way they most effectively could fit together institutionally needs further thought.
Determining how the various functions should be fit together will be a major task ahead.
This is so whether or not the TAC decides to look further at the SPDC and its possibilities
within the CGIAR system.
As a final point, the Panel emphasizes that the TFRC is not the only institutional mechanism
available to incorporate forestry research into the CGIAR. The other options also have to be
assessedin considering the relative merits of the TFRC as a central coordinating mechanism for
forestry -research.
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ANNEX 1

WorkshoDs Which Identified
Research Needs and Approved Proposals
for Group-Country Projects

Workshops Identified

Research Needs snd Approved Proposals

for

Group-&uutry

Projects

Kaudy, Sri Lanka, 1984
1. The first
regional research planning workshops, for Asia, was held at Kandy in Sri Lanka
in July 1984, and entitled
"Increasing
productivity
of multipurpose
tree species" (Shea
and Carlson 1984; Burley and Stewart 1986).
There were 25 participants
from 12 Asian
countries.
The workshop used the traditional
technique of discussions around position
papers leading to the identification,
for
three major climatic
zones in Southeast Asia,
of priority
species among MPTS and supporting
thematic projects.
-The planning group developed a single objective,
7 sub-objectives,
21 goals and 43 activities.
The practical
end-products
were proposals for the creation
of 10 research networks, each concentrating
on one or a few species. However, th43se
suggestions were not in the form of draft
project docaunents, ready for submission
to donor agencies .
2. The 10 networks. with leaders,
co-leaders
and suggested principal
sources of financial
aid, were:
2.1.

Acacia spp,: A, auricnliformis,
A. mangium,
A. nilotica,
A. Senegal, A. tortilis,
Leader:
India, Co-leader: Malaysia, Sponsors: US-AID
and 6 others.

Bamboo. no species mentioned. Leader
Bangladesh. Co-leaders: China and
Thailand.
Sponsors: IDRC with ODA
and US-AID.
2.3. Albizia
spp. and Leucaena spp.
Leader: Philippines.
Co-leader:
'Taiwan.
Sponsors: US-AID and 4
others.
2.4. Eucalyptus spp: E. camaldulensis and E. microtheca lead by India.
E. deglupta and E. urophylla lead
by Indonesia.
Sponsor: World Bank.
2.5. Dalbergia
sissoo, Morus alba
and Populus spp. Leader: Pakistan.
Sponsors: US-AID with World Bank
and 2 others.
2.6. Azadirachta
spp. and Melia spp.
Leader: Thailand.
Sponsors: IDRC
with US-AID and 2 others.
2.7. Rattan, n&species mentioned.
Leader: Malaysia. Co-leader: Thailand. Sponsors: IDRC with US-AID
and the World Bank.

4.4 Nepal. An outline of the participation in four networks.
out of the seven mentioned as possibles during the Kandy
workshop, had been prepared and a mpy of the documents
is archived with the vice-president of IUFRO at FRIM.
Shortage of staff and other resources makes it diffiiull to
@an and program research in detail.

2.8 Prosopis dnemria. Leader: India. Sponsors: US-AID
with IDRC and the Worfd Bank.
2.9 SaIx spp. and Robinia pseudotrcach Leader: India.
Sponsors: US-AID with GIZ and the World Bank
2.1 Q Ahus nqmlensis and Grewia 0pposXfotia Leader:
Nepal. Sponsors: US-AID and 3 others.

3. The Kandy workshop has helped to target the Asian
component of US-AID’s F/FRED (ForestryiFuelwood
Research and Devebpment) Project which is now operating
in several muntries and is reported to be concentrating on
the following species: Aca& auria~~&n~~&,A. mangrinn and
Leucaena spp. for the moist and wet areas: Azaditachta
indriq Melia azadmacft and Eurzt&ptus camalddensis for the
and and semi-arid areas: thus, three species for each of two
of the main dimatic zones in the region. The F/FRED project
was approved in mid-l 965 and became operational in 1966.
The world budget of the FFRED project is USS40 million,
with USblO millbn for the 1(I-year segment in Asia. Winrock
International manages the Asia segment for US-AID from a
coordination off ice at Kasetsart University in Thailand. There
are three components: research cap&By enhancement,
networking of institutbns. and information systems /
database management. Progress has been reported by
Adams and Dixon (1966).
4. A cons&ant was recruited by lUFR0 in mid-l 985 to
convert the Kandy recommendations into fundable project
proposals and to sustain the momentum generated by the
workshop. He visited 12 countrfes in Southeast Asia and
rearrded the natbnaf commitments to the MPTS networka
(Madamba 1985). These t2 countries were: Bangladesh,
Peoples’ Republic of China, India. Indonesia, (Peninsular)
Malaysia, Nepal, Pakistan, Papua New Guiia, Phiiiinea.
Sri Lanka, Taiwan and Thaiiand. At the time of the visits the
following situations were oncountered:
4.1 Bangladesh. This country would partbfpate fn networks
2.1 to 2.7 mentioned above and provide the regional
leadership for 22 The frameworks of the programs have
been drafted and copies of the documents are arcftived with

thetfb-fdd~ttt 0flumo otFROM.

4.2 Indonesia The Forest Research and Development
Center (FRDC) of the Agency forForestry Research and
Dovebpment oonfkmed its agreement to lead networfc 2.4
and its partfdpation in 21,2.2,2.3.2.5,2.6
and 27.
Frameworks of the programs for these networfca had been
drafted. Copies of the documents are arch&d with the vicepresident of IUFRO at FRIM. The selection of a national
diredorfor the MPTS research program was in processand
sea&es Were underway for national managers of the
indiiduai natwoks, pfus tha regional ooordinator for the

l Jalyptnetwdr.

4.3 Malaysia Tha Fordst Research InstYute of Malaysia
(FRIM) mituated its dler to lead networks 21 (A
a-mris
andAmm&rn onfy)and2.7.andto
participate in networks 2.2.23.2.4 and 26. Program
framework are a&fved withthe vice-president of fumo

at

4.5 Philippines. The former Forest Research Institute of the
Ministry of Natural Resources would be the national lead
agency for most of the networks and the regional leader for
the Albizia and Leucaena netwom 2.3. The Philiqines
would participate in networks 21.2.2.2.4.2.6
and 2.10.
Frameworks of the programs for each network had been
drafted and the leaders for the national and tegbnal
programs had been agreed. Copies of the documents are
archived with the vicepresident of IUFRO at FRIM.
4.6 Thailand. Kasetsart University and the Royal Forestry
Department would share responsibility for MPTS research.
Thailand confirmed its agreement to lead network 2.6 and to
participate in networks 2.1,2.2,2.3,2.4 and 27. Leaders
had been suggested.- Copies of the documents for network
26 are archived with the vice-president of IUFRO at FFtIM.
4.7 Plans for MPTS research from the other six countries
visited by the IUFRO consultant had not been received by
the vice-president of IUFRO at FRIM by August 1985.
5. FAO fs executing the GCP/RAS/l 1l/NET regional wood
energy devebpment program in Asia. This network is
coordinated from the FAO regional office in Bangkok,
Thailand, and covers ten countries: Bar@adesh, Burma,
India. Indonesia, Nepal, Pakfstan, Philippines. Srf Lanka,
Thailand and Vitnam. Finance for the coordination mmes
from funds-b-tntdby The Netherlands.
6. Another FAO regional network will anrer the genetic
improvement of MPTS ln hffl country, with emphasis on the
value for fodder. Four axmtrias will ba involved in the
project: Bangladesh, Bhutan. Burma and NepaL Funding will
beprovidedbyUNOPforadartinthonearMuro.
7. An FAO proposal to UNDP is %I the pip&e’, for largescale afforestation wfth MPTS for domestic use in 13 Asian
countrfes. The project b estimated to m USS13 milliin
end wilf Indude subshlii
efforts on*appficatfon of
technology and training.
0. Funding for pa& of networks 22 (bamboo) and 2.7
(rattatl)h8sbeetla#LKedfJylDRc.
9. A regional center for forest tree seed near Bangkok.
Thailand, for the ASEAN countries was buift with a CS 1.5
million contrbution from CfD#lDRC. and a suppbment of
GO.3 milfibn to the inftfal operating casts. The center, with
additionai equipment supplied by JICA, wifl certabfy be
useful for the MPTS Asiin netwe&&
10. Australii is fundii the AClAwASEAN program in
Brunei, Indonesia, Mataysii Phffiiinee and Thaff.
lf
amsists of 9 projects on tree fmprovement and breeding, 6
of whi are quivalent to proposab made at the Kandy
wtkshop: bnprovement to Ace&a spp.. Ah&ia f&t&.
and
eudypts: Introduction of species and provenances:

management for the prdudion of improved seed; applii
research on the biotngy of reproduction.

establishment of demonstrations of management
possibifitk~ rather than research.

Nairobi

15. Sebction and genetic improvement of Indigenous and
exotic muftipurpose tree species including seed collection.
handling, storage and exchange. There ware four
subprojects:

I, Kenya

1986

The second regional research planning workshop
Il.
was held in Nairobi, Kenya, in January 1966 and entitbd
‘Increasing Productivity of Mubipurpose Lands’ (Car&on
and ‘Shea t 986). The workshop concentrated on the
problems of the Sahelian and North Sudanian zones. and
was attended by 35 patticiitr
from 15 African countries. In
contrast to the preceding meeting at Kandy in 1964, the
Nairobi I workshop was organized around seven subjsct
areas. For each area, a draft projecl doarment was
commissioned from ~nsuftants. In practice, the workshop
papers tended to be reviews, supplomentad by outlines of
project proposals (called ?opks’ in the workshop
proceedings) for edion within a program (called a proposaq.
The seven subject areas andassouated draft projects are
Wed in paragraphs 12-18.
12. Agmforestry research and devebpment; agroforestry
for the solution of food, fodder, and fuel shortages. There
were four subprojects:
121 Agroforestry fodder spacies for arid lands. incbdii:
bibgy and reproduction of the famify C~@&WXW, and
uses in arid zones ol the genus Atriplex and the family
Cildecoao for foddorand food produdion.
122 Agroforestry managemant for fodder in dry zonas,
induding: management of hedges to produce fodder,
management of tree, for fodder production, producthAy and
qua&y of sefected bmwse spadies aa fodder, and
phenofogy and physiobgy of leaf growth.
123 Agroforestry management for fuefwood and fodder
pmduction in dry zonas, induding: production of fuefwopd
8nd fodder by windbreaks, production of fueand
fodder on safiie lands, product& of fuefwood in various
agroforestry systems (alley dropping, horn0 9ardena, farm
woodbts. boundary trees, and intercropping).
124 Impact of agrofomstry OII food productjon. induding:
food production by woody plants. and studies of the traacrop interf8ca

15.1 Expbratbn, conservation and provenance seed
mlfaction of muftipurposo woody species.
l

152 Evaluation and selactbn of genetic rasourms of
multipurpose woody specias.
15.3 Cuantitatfve and qualitative improvement in
multipurpose tree read supplies.
15.4 Coordination of spe‘des and provenanca sabction of
muftipurpose wnody spaciar.
16. Davebping and using bbtechnologies in forestry and
in the Sahelian and Sudano-Sahelian zones.
There were hvo s&projects:

l groforestry

16.1 Set&on
mdafid.

and genetic fmprovement of ligneous

162 Biitechnobgy

of the symbiotic mfcroorgankms.

17. Research and devebpment of nursery placket and
tachniques for the estabkhment and management of
fuelwood pfaritatDns incfuding water harvesting and
distribution. Eight subprojacts were pmposad:
17.1 Contfnuad trainii for for&y staff, l&uding:
avafuattbn and preparatbn of 8 project documenl. and
establishment and qparation of trafnfng u&s.
172 Prapamtbn d artalykal biblbgraphfet spa&to dry
tmpbd regions in the field of nurseries, phtadon
astabffshment and managamant. with trfennlal ravfsipn.
17.3 lXrectorydfomstrymsaeuchhdytmplcalN~.with
trbnnial rwision.
17.4 Diractoty of forastry dewbpmont
with trbnnlbl revisbn.

in dry tmpkal Afrka,

17.5 Numerias: avaluation of tecbniquos used,
dissemination of knowledge, planning of further rasaarcf~,
k&ding: evafuatbn of existfng tachnfques and practkas,
ditrbution d tachnicaf data sheets and extension manuafs,
pmpamtbn of project documents, atid performance of
research contracts.

13. Research and devabpmant of techniques for naturaf
regeneration for skopastoral management of existing forest
resourcaa. Thii theme was treated as a single projod wfth
saveraf lines of research: bbdimatofogy, techniques of
fnventory and photo interpretation, methodofogy to estimate
theWumoandthepmd&vityofastand.stand
ragrnaration ¶echniquos. management of stands and tbair
pmdtdvity. stand dynamics, davefopmant of an
agmforastry ystem basad on naturaf reganeratbn.
davefoPmeatnfaPaaturingsystambasedonnatural
raganaratioc ti bush firor. In add&bn. fiie spscial atudiaa
wu~propo8edfor~.

17.6 Plantations: evaluatbn -of tachnfquas used,
dissemfnation of knowkfge, pfanning of further research,
hdudfng: evafuatbn of axisting techniques and practims,
distribution d tachnfcaf data sheets and extension manuals,
mbzsct
documont4 and performmca of

14, Manqamant of indigenous traas and shrubs for the
r#tmwiwonddegmdodrMgmbndsinth~ufdzlmeof
ilcuth*uanyaThh~uf8s*trrrt*llybrth8

17.7 Davebpmant of a mathod for site deraidbn.
itbditQ:th~oreticd~Mdpr~d8t8

collactbn, testing of the method through a network of
observation areas (a case study), appraisal and final
adjustment of the method.
17.6 Hardening under Sahelian conditions of gum acacias
propagated by tkue culture.
16. Nursery and fuehvood plantation practicas in arid and
semi-arid zones of North-East Africa. This document did not
propose any particular projects but discussed points to be
considered in the preparation of projects. A chedtlist of
topics worthy of further research included the folbwing ten
main subjects:
16.1 sodobgy and institutions
16.2 Choice of species and provenances.
16.3 Seed.handling

international coordination of this sub-regional project for an
initial period of 19 months. FAO is the executive agency and
the coordinator has just taken up his appointment. based in
DjaOuti. Total cost of this projed fs estimated at USS32.4
millbn spread over 5 years: the a>ordinatbn component is
estimated to cast USS2.6 ml&on.
21. The second highly-rated proposaf at Nairobi I was for
research and development of techniques for nalural
regeneration in siivo-pastoral management of existing forest
resources (see paragraph 13 above). This proposal was
rated highfy be 50 percent of the African participants and 70
per cent of the forestry advisers at Nairobi I. The revised
projed document prepared at Nairobi II was afso presented
to SPAAR at Paris in May 1987. Each pilot management
center has been estimated lo cost one million dollars spread
over 5 years and 10.000 hedares. Four centers are
envisaged, to cover the four combinations of continental
versus maritime climate and Sahelian (2Om
mm) versus
Sudanian (SOO-800mm) rainfall.

16.4 Nursery practices.
16.6 Plantation establishment.
18.6 Piantation management and protection.
18.7 Soil relations
18.8 Tree improvement.
18.9 Economics
18.10 Ergonomics
19. At the cbse of the Nairobi I workshop parttipants were
asked to state their kvel of interest in each proposed
program and component research projects- Interest was
rated subjedivefy as low, medium, or high. Scores were
tallied with resQed to replies from representatives of the
owntry of countries invofved in a projeot. donor agencies,
and other partic@ants at the workshop. Two proposed
programs received high ratings and were died
at the
Nairobi II meeting in early 1987. The other projects await
attention of donor agmcbs.

Nairobi

Ii, Kenya,

1987

20. Two program proposals were carrfed fonvard from the
Nairobi I workshopto a second meeting in the rame oity
during February-March 1967. The second workshop at
kiibi
was organized to develop in depth and detail &a
subject topics 7ree Improvement and Sk-pastoral
Management of Savanna Woodlands in the Sahel and North
Suckman zones d Africa’. An outline for selectiin and
genetio improvement of multipurpose trees and shrubs (see
paragraph 15 above) was of hfgh interest to 89 per oent of
the Afr-kan paMpants and 82 per cent of the forestry
l iviw~~ of the donor agencies at Nairobi I. Directors of
mearch and tree breeders from 14 d the 16 countries
concerned then met to refine the outline. A revised draft
projed doormen! was presented at the meetfng of the
SpeciaifmQfamforMfioanAgricutturalReuardl(sPAAR)frl
fmis.Frana,inulsylQ87.
Franotrpra~reedtofundthe

22. The proceedings of the Nairobi II meeting are now being
printed. However- the coordinator of IUFRO- special prograrr
for developing countries prepared a summary in November
1987 giving the gist of the two proposals. This summary
differentiates clearly between the international and national
financial contributions required for each project. tt was
circulated to the forestry advisers of the donor agencies at
the TFAP meeting in De&ember 1987. Both proposals wiil
be reviewed by the Forestry Working Group of SPAAR in
May 1988.

Huaraz,

Peru,

7987

23. The fourth of the regional research planning workshops
organized by IUFFs special program for devebping
countries covered tropical Latin Amerka. 6 was held in
Huaraz, Peru. in Jufy 1987 and titled 7he Rob of
Multipurpose Tree Species in the Life of Rural Communities’
(Palmer et 8L 1988, in preparation).
24. Planning for the workshop began with a togion-wide tou:
by Oscar FuQalli (fUFf30) and tss Whitmom (USFS) &I 1984.
During 1985 and 1986 consultants funded by FAO and USAID’s ROMP prepared baohground papuu These were
diissed
durfng a preliminary meeting at CATE in Costa
F&a in February 1986. Pairs of authors (one Latin American
and one nonlatfno) were identifii and Invited to oontribute
to the workshop. Latin America was divided into six
ecogeographio zones and one dooumont was
commissioned for each zone.
25. ln add&n, two ‘umbrella’ papen were.requested. One
paper covered research into the social &turd and eoanomic
factors which have tended to be neglected or under-rated in
eocial forestry projects. A seumd paper covered the rofe of
management information systems. lt was nd possible to
obtain a document in the form of a projeot proposal for the
social factors. However, these factors have bepn taken into
aunt
fn some of the other documents.
26. During the pniiiinwy meeting at CATE, short-lkts were
prepiud of the top priority MPTS for eaoh of the six zones.

The premise was that major advances fn productivky would
be obtained only by akvzentratting efforts on a very limited
number of species. ss has been demonstrated viviify in
agriculture. The lists were circulated to the concerned
countries and amended by the nationaf forest services.
27. There were 28 participants from 16 countries of Latin
America, but donor agencies were much reduced in
representation compared with previous meetings in Asia and
Africa
28. Revised versions of the Huaraz papers, when compared
with papers from preceding workshops, showed
improvement by doarfy indicating responsibilities. A criticism
of previous proposals had been that they gave too littfe
recognition of proferenoes among donors for bilateral
funding; it was diffiah to separate regionaf from national
components of networks. Papers from Huaraz showed what
was required to estabfiih the regional offii of coordination.
as well as the individual natiopaf contributions. for each
proi&. There was also more emphasis on diusion of
resuits and application of technology generated by the
projeds. Six papers discussed a! the workshop are
summarized in paragraphs 2934.
29. A paper arverii MPTS in dry zones of Mexico, Central
America and the Caribbean proposed 5 projects:
29.1 More widespread appfkzatbn of techniques for MPTS
cuftivation which were developed during the RECAPfinanced Central American regional fuefwood project (198086). The pmject would hefp to strengthen the capability of
public and private forestry organizatbns to undeftake their
own devebpment, as well 8s extension work
29.2 Devebpment of agroforestfy systems, induding living
fences, alley cropping. garden orchards. for&e prod&on,
and improvements to shifting ouftivation pmot&s. Diiusion
of techniques through in-service training and partioipation in
the reseamh, as weff as through formal cxsurses,was induded
in the prow proposaf.
29.3Evakration and conservation of speoies and
provenances of Lewaen 8. Thlb projeu would extend: the
sapa of exfsting studies on the genus through the
estabfishment of a network d standardized trials and seed
pmduciion areas; the conservation in stiu and ex riru of
species in danger of extinction; and basic studies on
taxonomy, naturaf geographic distribution, phenobgy and
genetic variation.

30. A second paper discussed at Huaraz for the region of
Mexico, Central America and the Ca@bean concorned a
single projod, genetic improvement of MPTS. Work already
under way in the region needs to be supplemented by
formalfy designed trials networked through participating
countries. to cover more ecobgical zones. The project
would suppfy certified seed of improved species and
devebp techniques for their vegetative propagaiion.
31. An equivalent paper on MPTS in the dry zones d South
America proposed two projects, one on genetic resources
and one on management of woody vegetation.
31.1 The first project, on the expbration, evaluation and use
of genetic resources, included conventional espects of
botanical expbration, taxonomic studies, seed collection and
establiihment of networks’of trials with standardized
procedures, together with evaluation of the trials. Provision
was made also for cansefvation in situ and ox stir of species
under study and, as a late phase in the projsct,
establishment of bulk supplies of improved genetic material.
31.2 The second project was ddsely finked to the firstand
covered conservation, management and sensible use of
existing natural woody vegetation. Executors would mmpile
case studies on existing management methods and evaluate
impacts af various hnd uses on genetic rescrurdas.
Demonstrations would be established to show possibfe and
sustainable combinations of conservation of genetic
resources and continued provision of goods end services.
32 The bwk& humid zone of South America was covered
by a single project proposal with four components. The
original document was more orientated to production of
tfmtm than to MPTS. arguing that there was little shortage of
forest products for domestic consumption withii the humid
oonourdthattheprioritywslformoreandbetterr~
on oonventionai slfviifture. Pa&pants at the w&shop
worked with the author to produce suggestions for a second
draft rnoro in keeping with the title of the meeting.
Reoommendations involved more emphasis on agroforestry
end planted MPTS end less on management d naturaf
forest.
33. Two draft papers covering the northern and southern
w
d the South American hiihlands were unaf~amated by
oonsansus at Huamz into a single document. Nine projects
were proposed:

24.4 Management of secondary vegetation, secondary in
the sense of arising naturally on fend previousiy deared,
farmed and then abandoned. The study w&d concentrate
on techniques for degraded %mnduy vegetation snd for
management d areas affscted by invasive weeds.

33.1 Conservation of genetic resouroes of MPTS, especially
species of Buddloip and Po!yie@s, in the high Andes, and
thoif vegetative propagation. This prQject fnduded
preparation d a field guide to kfentifiin
of specie% in situ
and ox s&u Wservation, and devebpmetd of techniques for
vegetative pfopagatbn d shy-seeding species snd thoss in
darr9.r of ex&ction.

29.5 Evafuatbn of the agroforestry potsntfal d Cremnti
data The bash bbbgy d thfs defrritefy multi
and
quite sbundantfy fruiting tree is poorfy known. Justffii
for~projedis~ehiehpoterdiafofthe~asadryseason forage.

33.2 Bufk sw
of genetic mate&l for trisfs and pfbt
pbntationt. through fdentffiition and protection of suitable
pfantaticms. These wpukl be thinned to encoursge seed
production and knprnw avaitabkity of material for vegetative
pmpqptbn
Genetic maeriaf wodd be distributed widely.

c-

33.3 Establishment of a networlc of yield p&s and
preparation of a fiekf guide to selection of species for
different sites, and their silvicutture.
33.4 Selection of species and provenances suit&k for
compacted soils and development of economic techniques
for soil amelioration to improve growth of MPTS.
33.5 Documentation of case studies of existing siivopastoral systems and development of improved techniques
for the northern Andes.
33.6 Socioeconomic l vafuatbn of sample sftuations
seiected from a preliminary inventory of reforestation
pmgrams. This evaiuation would be the basis for
development of incentive systems for nongovernment
reforestation schemes. A large number of associated
studies are proposed on yields of different products, costs
and benefits, maheting, social/linanciaU mnomic analysis
of reforestation projects, etc. The ultimate intention is to
pmduce complete packages of techniques and information
to help promotion of new reforestation projeds.
33.7 Establishment of a regional network for forestry
information, through creation of documentation centers,
bibliographic databases and printed catakgues and
distribution of summaries from selected literature.
33.6 Training of staff in methods of sifvicultural research,
in&ding application of standard techniques for
establishment of trials, their evaluation and processing of the
data into a regional database.
33.9 Updating inventories of research &vitiis related to
stilture,
sociology, and eamomics in existing and
proposed projects concerning MPTS. Thii would load to
establishment of coordinated research and wide
diiemination of resutts.
34. The fast of the six documents diied
at Huaraz
concerned the management information system (MS) for the
RClCAP-financed Central American regionaf Project
‘tidelena:
the fofbwon to the regkmal fueiwood project,
and its proposed axtensbn to other countries of the region.
35. The proceedings of thii meeting are stitl in preparution,
owing to the bng period needed by aomo authors to revise
their proposals after discussions at the works+.

Manaus,

Brazif,

1984

36. The preceding four regional research pfannfq
workshops were planned and orgar6red by the coordinator
of the special program for devebping countries and covered
the-growing side” of forestry. The products or utitiiatin
side of IUFRO’s special program has been covered, through
mutual agreement, by lUFFtO’s Project Group PS.OlPqerties and Utiliiation of Tropical Woods.
37.7he fit tropicalfyariented adion by P5.01 was a survey
of opinions in South America The surveyor visiied g
countries lo discuss possibilities of improved utflfzatfon of
traesgax~~ in na!uraf or man-made for&s. The report

summarizing opinions of the senior research engineers and
technical officers concorning research priorities was
discussed at a meeting of the Project Group at Manaus.
Brazil. in November 1964. just a few months after the .lutyAugust survey. The meeting was attended by 64 research
workers, of whom 16 were from Brazfl. 16 from other Latin
American muntries and 9 from 7 axmtries fn Africa, Asia,
and Oceania
38. The survey report was supplemented by discussions at
Manaus and issued as a draft Program for Action (Fro&as ot a/.
1966). Six subject areas were proposed ($00 paregraphs 3944). For each area a lead sgenq wouid estabfii and
coordinate a network Subject areas (cal@i Wats’ in the
Program for Actiin) were related, but projects within each
could be executed independently. The draft program
stressed that the intention is not accumulation of knowledge
but use of knowledge for betterment of living oonditbns of
people in the countries concerned.
39. The first subject area concerned housing. The objective
is to produce designs of houses to be constructed partly or
wholly of wood from presontty less-accepted species and to
construct pmtotypes based on structural ayatems
develofmd in bcaf laboratories. Coopedon of builders,
business interests and government or private agencies will
be sought to ensure a sound commercial basis. A publicity
campaign will be launched to promote the housing and
prepare the way for establishment of housiq rstates using
new designs and l xperienca.
40. Wood properties was the second subpcl l raa and is
basic to all other work Technobgicaf pqerties must be
known with adequate acxzuracy.part&My for introduction of
commercially less-accepted species. An hftfaf quidc
screening will providr preliminary ret&s for use by other
sbbject areas, followed by more detailed determination,
tmating and estabfiihmont of rules for grading, drrivation of
deaiin stresses, etc.
41. The thii subjed arra, wood processiq, b designed to
provide direct assistto the wood mnvenion industry in
basic processes au& aa sawirq.dryfng,gfuein&
pmenration and turface finishing.
42 Residues, the fourth subject area, should be minimized
in harvesting andproceaaing and Y un~kfabla should be
utffized profitabfy. Studiee wiil indude produdfon of energy,
in cooperation with other ventures bokirq d the fuelwood
Wm.
43. The fii subject area is t3mcdvd as organhad
coordination of the whole program through networks,
strengthening of institutions, and fellowships. Exchange of
research staff and twinning of institutions arm afso
contempfated.
44. Finaibyy,a sixth and key s&act area is te&nobgy
transfer, to bring results of other reseud’~ to the industry and
consumer and to ensure qz@iitbns and Profitable uses.
45. At the and of 1967 lDRC lndiied possible support for a
%outh America Technology Transfer Training Session’, as a
frnt step h impiemontdbn of thr Program for Action.

Southeast

Asian

Forest

Products

46. A similar Program for Action to improve utilization of

timber resourcss in Southeast Asia. has been prepared by
IUFRCYsP5.01 (Kauman, Tesoro and Wong 1987). Like the
program for South America. the proposal for Southeast Asia
has been based on a survey by a consultant financed by
IDRC. Eight countries were visited in May 1985. The results
were discussed at a Projsct Group meeting during August
1985 at Singapore. Five main and two supplementary
subjed areas were proposed. These are mentioned brfsfty
in paragraphs 47.53.
47. Light building components are the first subject area
The objective is to assist smell industrial enterprises and
cottage-type industries in manufaduring building materials
and components for bwcost dwellings for under-privileged
parts of urban and rural populations. The pmgram wwki
feature using bcal timbers, particuhrfy lesser&own specks,
in the form of scantling or derived products. Thff project
would invotve work on wood preservation, fiio retardants and
social acceptability of timber components.
48. The second subject area concorns utilization of
plantationgrown timber and 01 lesser-known species from
natural forests. The work will concantrate on those spscbs
availabb in aRxaciabfs volumes and for uses primarily in
domestic markets.
49. Cottage industries are addressed in the third subject
area. use of rattan, bamboo, and rubbarwood in products for
bcal markets. More advanced processing to furniture might
be considered for rubberwood. Preservation with readily
available chemicals would be studied.
50. Stomwood from pahns h the fourth s&ject arm

especially from oil palms. FM fndividuaf projedr pmposak
have &en prepared, for submission to IDRC and UNDP.
51. The fii 8nd loot mafn subject 8rea concorns nsiduss.
Sevemi topics are proposed for possibk pmjects: impmved
togging tschniques to reduce waste left fn the forest,
collection of unavoidable fogging wasto for fuel and other
uses, improvement of primary techniques of conversbn. and
adaptation d aunufacturing methods for obtainfng

secondary products from residues of primary conversion
processes.
52. The first supplementary subject area is devebpment of
networks for utilization research, to support the networks on
MPTS for the ‘growing side’ which were suggested at the
meeting in 1984 at Kandy. Sri Lanka.
53. The seaJnd supplementary subject area is ap&ation of
research. mainly through training of extension staff to work
with local industries.
54. Apart from proposafs prepared in the fourth subject area
(utilization of palm wood), the outlines prepared by Kauman.
Tesoro and Wong (1987) are quite brief. A meeting has
been suggested by IUFRO’s P5.01 to prepare draft project
documents for submission 16 donor agencies.

African

Forest

Prcxiucts

55. Continue the work of IUFRO’s P5.01 to a third continent,
Sates (1987) prepared a proposal for another questionnaire
survey of research nesds on wood tecbnobgy. The hrge
number of aountriss in Africa and the limited time availabis do
not aibw incfiviiual visits. The Project Group decided after
the 18th IWRO World Congress in 1986 to liiit the surwy
to 18 axtntries. Crftarfa for choosii sampls countries are
given by Sales (ibid). The survey may take place during
1988.

Other

Workshops

Planned

59. CMousfy, the cwerage of regional research pfanning
wmrkahopsis~mplote.
Thespecidpmgfsmfor
devebptng axmtrfes af WPRO has draft plans for moo@-s
to cover the dry bwfands of eastern and southern Afrka, the
7niombo’ woodland zone. in 1999 and the angbphone
Cuibbeanin1989.
ThoCarib&anworkshopwiUtakointo
aumnt outcome of the TFAP mbsbn for ths ram0 region
and of TFAPb for*
sector revfew planned for an
hdiiual
Country tn the Caribbean. Roth are pmposed for
1988.
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IUFRO SDeCial

PrOmamme

to SPDC

Funding for IUFRO's special
co-ordinator
and his programme of
work has been sporadic,
piece-meal,
and inadequate,
In 1983 the
World Bank and UNDP provided
US$65,00d to start
work. The following
year their
second contribution
was US$55,000.
Starting
in 1984 the
Government
of
Austria
scientist
provided
a forest
and a
guadrilingual
translator
plus
office
space
and part
of the
operational
expenses.
Other cash came in 1984 to the co-ordinator's
office
from USAID (US$12,000)
and from the U.S. Forest
Service
(US$23,000).
Cash contributions
for the office
of the special
coordinator
have only
totaled
US$I55,600
between
June 1983 and
Februa,ry 1988.
The funds provided
have not covered
the costs
of the coordinator
and his office.
Part of the costs of the co-ordinator
and
his office
have had to be charged to the budget of the planning
workshops
and other
financial
sources.
This
awkward financial
position
has been aggravated
further
by delays
in transmission
of
funds by some sponsors,
The World Bank agreed late in 1986 to provide
core support for
IUPRO's special
programme for Africa
south of the Sahara. The grant
of US$270,000 each year for three years has been used to appoint
a regional
co-ordinator
and to fund the second regional
planning
workshop for eastern
and southern
Africa
and a proposed
training
course or workshop for managers of RD and A in Africa.
IUFRO's special
programme, by means of planning
workshops and
training
courses,
has attracted
substantial
contributions
for field
activities
from .a number of sponsors.
By the end of 1987 cash
totalling
more than US$360,000 and in-kind
contributions
summing
probably
to a larger
amount have resulted.
Field
activities
include:
a

w

The regional
planning
workshop at Kandy, Sri Lanka, in
totalling
1984
brought
forth
cash
contributions
US$ll3,500
from four sponsors (ADAB, GTZ, UNESCO/MAB, and
USAID),
and
at
made in-kind
least
ten
sponsors
=
contributions.
The first
regional
RD and A planning
workshop at Nairobi,
in
1986
was
-financed
by
cash
contributions
of
Kenya 8
US$117.200
from five
sponsors
(ADAB, GTZ, UNESCO/MAB,
~CO/IZOSTA,
and USAID), and in-kind
contributions
from
at least
ten ~sponsors,

Annex 2+ (continued)
.

The full
cost, US$87,300 of the second regional
planning
workshop at Nairobi
was met from the contribution
of the
World Bank for its crash programme in Africa
south of the
Sahara.

.

The regional
planning
workshop at Huaraz,
Peru in 1987
resulted
in cash contributions
of US$10,900 from GTZ and
US$25,000 from USAID plus in-kind
contributions
from 14
sponsors.

The surveys of needs in forest
products
research
in Southeast
Asia and in Latin
America were largely
paid for by IDRC, The
train&n9
.course in management of forestry
research
at Nairobi
in
1986 was totally
financed
by the Government.
of Finland.
The
training
course
in statistical
methods.for
forestry
research
at
Gmunden, Austria,
was shared by the Government of Austria,
FAO, and
savings from the first
workshop at Nairobi.
All cash contributions
to support
the co-ordinator
and his
programme have totalled
during
four
and one half
years almost
US$750,000.
Contributions
in kind,
especially
those from FAO, USDA
Forest
Service,
and
These
IDRC,
been
substantial.
have
contributions
demonstrate
strong
support
for and confidence
in
IUFRO's SPDC.
.
SPDCls Current
Budoet.
1987-1988
On an annual
basis
the funds
in hand (January
1988) m
D
add up to approximately
US$645,000.
The
continuing
contribution
from the World Bank provides
US$345,000 for
activities
in Africa
south of the Sahara and some core-support
financing
for the Vienna office.
UNDP is.providing
US$150,000 for
a two-year
period.
USAID has provided
US$150,000 for one year to
support assistance
to networking
of forestry
RDand A in developing
countries.
The Government of Austria
contributes
personnel
space,
and services
valued at approximately
US$35,000 annually.
FAO has
continued
to provide
technical
and logistical
support
to the SPDC
in-g
direct
substantial
investment
for the workshop at Huaraz,
Pertr, REX and USDA Forest
Service
are contributing
substantial
funding
and critically
needed-in-kind
services.
Atthi_c
level
of financing
the staff
of the special
programme
can include
the half-time
co-ordinator,
one regional-co-ordinator
in Africa,
and the .translator
and professional
forester
at
headquarters,
Activities
can include
one workshop and a training
courses plus some work toward other objectives.

-*
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The proceedings
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Proceedings
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International
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560~.
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(Sahelian
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Canada; Canadian
333p.
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Service.
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utilization
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action.
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Paris,
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Centre
Technique
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Fugalli,
0.
(1987)
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research
planning
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Vienna,
Austria;
International
Union of Forest Research
Organizations.
Typescript.
(1984)
Fugalli,
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developing
countries.
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et aL (1988) A global
research
strategy
Report
of an international
task
force
forestry.
research.
New York; Rockefeller
Foundation.
88p.

for
on

for

tropical
forestry

(1989)
INCOFORE: a research
and extension
system
for
IUFRO
International
Union of Forest
tropical
forestry.
Vienna,
Austria;
35p.
Research-Organizations.
Dominic
E. (editor),
Cossalter,
C.;
Iyamabo,
D.E.;
Iymnabo,
Krugman, S-L.;
Fugalli,
0. (compilers)
(1988) Tree improvement
and
salvo-pastoral
management in sahelian
and north
sudanian
Africa.
Proceedings
-of the second IUFRO research
planning
workshop
for
Africa
(Sahelian
and North
Sudanian
zones),
-Nairobi,
Kenya,
February-March,
1987. Nairobi,
Kenya; International
Union of Forest
Research
Organizations,
Office
of the regional
co-ordinator
for
Africa,
396p.
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Direction
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y de Fauna, Oficina
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Forestal
Canada-Peru.
Sales,
Christian
(1987) Enguete sur les besoins
de recherche
en
technologie
du bois pour le continent
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(projet).
Paris,
France;
Centre Technique
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Tropical,
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Group
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P5.01 Properties
and utilization
of tropical
woods.
(1984)
Increasing
Shea, Keith
R.; Carlson,
Les W. (compilers)
productivity
of multipurpose
tree species:
a blueprint
for action.
Final
report
on the IUFRO planning
workshop
for Asia on forest
16-28 July
research
and technology
transfer,
Kandy, Sri Lanka,
States
Department
of Agriculture,
1984. Washington,
D.C.; United
Forest Service,
loop.
and nine others
(editors)
(1987) Forestry
research
Temu, A.B.,
management.
Proceedings
of the IUFRO training
course
on forest
research
management for anglophone
Africa,
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Kenya, 13-29
October
1986. Helsinki,
Finland;
National
Board of Vocational.
Education,
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Training
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ANNEX 4
ADDITIONAL NETWORKS
BEING PLANNEDBASEDON SPDC WORKSHOP
ACTIVITY
--., . - .

Genetic

imurovement

of MPTS

(a)

In-country
research, proposals
need
The IGADD countries
A &or
meeting is needed to select the
to be completed.
lead institution,
to agree upon its role,
and to discuss
the co-ordination
required
by the network,

00

Soanish-soeaw
Hexico.
Central
America.
and the
The second set of country
research
Caribbean
reuion
programmes
will
*build
on the proposal
of the Huaraz
tree improvement
of,both
MPTS and
workshop for regional
A document on the co-ordination
unit is
timber species.
for
the
individual
ten
required
to supplement
those
countries.
_Aruentina.
Brazil.
Chile.
Peru an$
South America:
VenezueQ
This project
on tree improvement
of arid zone
species his a complementary
component on the management
its
genetic
conserve
of the
natural
vegetation
to
A document
on the co-ordination
unit
is
potential.
tidividual
those
for
the
supplement
reguired
to
countries.

(cl

East and Southern
Africa
SADCC countries:
Ancrola,
8J tswana
ambi
nd Zimbabwe)
A ninth country,
Tanzania;
was covered
(Malawi)
:y FAO-GCP/R+234/FRA.
The SPDC LiLongwe
workshop was the starting
point
for this
network.
Pecfamation

of

deuraded

forest

.lands

dsm&&:
American
hiColombia.
Ecuador. Peru and Venezuefg.
This network was
proposed at the 1987 Huaraz workshop.
Participation
in
the various
component sub-projects
will
be ascertained
during
the preparation
of country
proposals.
Again, a
document is required
on the co-ordinating
lead agency.
SADCC countries
A network
on the rehabilitation
of
degraded lands &rough
the planting
of trees
and shrubs
country
has been requested
by the SADCC countries.
research
programmes are needed for the nine member states
and the co-ordination
unit.

(@I South

(f)

Transfer

of technolocrv

(9)

South

America

(W

South

East

in wood utiuzation

Ash

Two networks
for the transfeic
of technology
on wood
utilization,
from research
to extension
agencies
and
users,
have been initiated.
Both
networks
require
country
research
progranxaes and proposals
on the coordination
units.

I

ANNEX 5
Retzional
research

(4

(b)

for
workshoDs
network activities

Dlanninff

six

new

in-countrv

a Caribbean workshop&&%&en
planned for May 1990. The
priority
areas
of interest
tentatively
suggested
by
research
staff
in the region are:
watershed management,
forest
ecosystem conservation,
management of secondary
forest,
agroforestry
and industrial
forest
plantations.
UNDP has already
provided
$145,000
of The $155,000
required.
A first
priority
is to narrow down this range
of topics
to focus on those which will
most rapidly
resolve constraints
to sustainable
forest
resources
landuse management;
1
two workshops
(i)

have been requested

for

Asia:

a preliminary
survey
of the
capabilities
and
interests
of institutions
concerned
with analysis
and research
on policy
and socio-economics
in 1989
would be followed
by a meeting
to discuss
the
results
and to determine
the needs for future work;

(ii)

(cl

(d)

a second Asia regional
meeting would cover the seven
countries
not actively
involved
inthemulti-purpose
tree
species
network
co-ordinated
by the USAID(Since the Kandy workshop
funded F/FRED project.
of
in 1984 there have been shifts
in the priorities
A fact-finding
mission
before
several
countries.
determine
the
degree
of
would
the
workshop
commonality
among these
seven countries
and in
particular
examine the possibilities
for three new
species networks);
. ____.
.
and the
a fourth
workshop is proposed for Forth Afrlcq
Fear/Middle
East region
to focus on problems
and aridThis meeting
zone land-use,
forest-resource
management.
also would be preceded
by a fact-finding
mission
to
determine
interests
and capabilities;
two missions have been requested,
management
of .tropical
rain
production
and the conservation

both concerned with the
forest
for
sustainable
of genetic
resources:

(i)

IUCR has a seven-country
programme in Central'&fr.&&
There
which is now in its second planning
stage.
is a proposal
to establish
a research/demonstration
project
in the Central
African
Republic,
based on
the pilot
management scheme in the Foret de Yap0 in
The fact-finding
mission
would
Cdte d'fvoire.
determine
the possibilities
for replicating
this
The mission
and
work in the other
countries.
subsequent
workshop would involve
continued
close
collaboration
with IUCN; and

(ii)

a fact-finding
mission in conjunctionwiththe
UI2B
znstitute
of Forest Manaaement has been reauested
The pressure
on those
for
South
East Ash.
where productive
areas of
countries
of the region,
tropical
rain
forest
still
exist,
is increasing
There is some evidence
rapidly
from many quarters.
that
a different
approach
to research
and the
communication
of results
is now appropriate.

